
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1004

Chang Yuan laughed very pleasantly.

after all.

With a word of his, Yang Mingpeng, the demon king of the Yang

family, knelt on his knees. This was definitely an extremely awesome

thing.

Even, it was enough for him to brag for a long time.

just!

After hearing Chang Yuan’s words, Yang Mingpeng’s complexion

changed transiently.

Waste Lin Fan?

No invitations!

Help people watch the car!

This sentence, like a burst of thunder, fell in Yang Mingpeng’s ears, and

immediately scared his face.

Especially, he looked at Chang Yuan’s gaze, as if he was looking at the

world’s No. 1 stupid:

“You were humiliating Mr. Lin just now?”

Huh?

Chang Yuan was taken aback for a moment. He didn’t expect that Yang

Mingpeng would dare to ask himself, and it was for Lin Fan.

“Humiliation?”

A trace of scorn and contempt, often emerge in the far corners of the

mouth, his playful look at Yang Ming Peng, said:

“! I shame that Lin Fan waste, but also how”

“He has always been a bumpkin, to help people see Che, it’s already a

face to him! What can you do to me…”

Chang Yuan’s words were full of humiliation to Lin Fan.

However, this sentence of his has not yet been finished.

Snapped!

A loud slap in the face slapped his face fiercely.

Quiet…At this moment, all the sounds in the entire box disappeared.

Everyone around them looked at the field with all their faces in

astonishment, looking at Chang Yuan’s dumbfounded face, and the

bright red palm print that instantly appeared on his face.

Everyone, all dumbfounded.

Yang Mingpeng, hit Chang Yuan?

And because of… Lin Fan!

Wow!

After reacting, everyone in the entire box was in a complete uproar.

Unbelievable words continued to resound:

“Oh my God, isn’t Yang Mingpeng afraid of Chang Yuan? How dare

he act on Chang Yuan!”

“Yes, With Chang Yuan’s words just now, Yang Mingpeng obediently

bowed his head to Bai Yi and apologized! Now for a little Lin Fan,

Yang Mingpeng actually beat Chang Yuan! How is this possible!”

“What is the relationship between Yang Mingpeng and Lin Fan? He

actually defended Lin like this. Fan, it’s incredible to work part-time!”

“…”

The people around were completely shocked.

More than them!

Even Bai Yi was holding his small mouth tightly, his face full of

disbelief.

Chang Yuan humiliated Lin Fan.

She was equally angry, and even wished to leave.

However, she never thought that she would slap Chang Yuan.

And now!

This Yang Mingpeng, who was beaten up by Lin Fan violently, actually

defended Lin Fan more than himself, especially that kind of excited

appearance, as if he was defending his idol god, this… simply

unbelievable.

“Yang Mingpeng! Do you…do you dare to hit me?”

Chang Yuan was equally stunned.

Especially feeling the fiery pain on his face, a trace of anger and

resentment emerged from the bottom of his heart:

“You are looking for death! For a shit Lin Fan, you dare to beat Lao

Tzu! Lao Tzu today…”

Chang Yuan wanted to put aside his cruel words and threatened Yang

Mingpeng.

It’s just that his words have just been uttered!

Snapped!

Yang Mingpeng slapped him again and slapped his face fiercely:

“What are you! Dare to humiliate Mr. Lin!”

Pop!

“You think you are awesome, but you are actually a stupid!”

Pop!

“I hit you, how do you drop it!”

Pop!

…
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